9 Extracellular electron transfer pathways, such as those in the bacterium Shewanella 10 oneidensis, interface cellular metabolism with a variety of redox-driven applications. 11
precedence for altering EET flux via genetic circuits in S. oneidensis. Constructed 144 plasmids were used to transform the following knockout strains when appropriate: 145
DmtrCDomcADmtrF, DmtrA, DcymA. These strains exhibit substantially lower Fe(III) 146 reduction capabilities relative to S. oneidensis MR-1 that can be restored by 147 complementation. 13, 36 With addition of IPTG and use of various regulator topologies, we 148 varied transcriptional flux for each gene and systematically examined expression effects 149 on Fe(III) reduction rate. 150
151
To facilitate comparisons between different tested conditions, we identified cell-intrinsic 152 metrics to analyze our Fe(III) kinetic data. While microbial Fe(III) reduction rates are often 153 normalized by bulk biomass, measurements of cell concentration or protein levels were 154 challenging to perform during in situ kinetics. Previous modeling of soluble Fe(III) 155 reduction by Shewanella spp. has leveraged Monod-type models to analyze microbial 156 kinetic data 37 . With these exponential models, the fitted exponential constant is a cell-157 intrinsic, biomass-independent, parameter that determines substrate utilization rates 158 (Supplementary Note S1). Indeed, we found that a Monod-type model fit well to our Fe(II) 159 kinetic data and that qualitative trends in raw Fe(III) reduction kinetics matched fitted rate 160 constants for S. oneidensis MR-1 cultured on different carbon sources ( Figure 2d ) and 161 between different S. oneidensis strains (Figure 2e ). Using the Monod-type model, 162
extrapolated Fe(II) kinetics from our ferrozine-containing experiments also match 163 previous measurements with these strains in ferrozine-free experiments over longer 164 timescales. 13 Moreover, culture supplementation with 5 mM Fe(III) citrate was sufficiently 165 high enough such that the fitted rate constant was not appreciably affected by substrate 166 limitation in the range of Fe(II) quantification (0 to 96 µM) (Supplementary Figure S2) . 167
168
Another benefit of the Monod-type model is that it can directly relate plasmid-based EET 169 gene expression to Fe(III) reduction rate. Similarly to Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the fitted 170 Fe(III) reduction rate constant can be assumed to be proportional to cellular concentration 171 of the rate-limiting protein (i.e., the expressed EET protein) (Supplementary Note S1). 38 172
Since EET protein levels are proportional to steady-state mRNA levels during exponential 173 growth, 39 we predicted that transcriptional logic gate regulation of EET genes would 174 control Fe(III) reduction rates. Thus, the fitted exponential rate constant may serve as a 175 valuable parameter to evaluate how various genetic constructs/experimental conditions 176 affect Fe(III) reduction kinetics. 177
178

RBS Strength Tunes Dynamic Range of Inducible Fe(III) Reduction 179
Towards designing more complex EET behavior, an important preliminary objective was 180 to determine the dynamic range over which EET gene circuits can turn cellular electron 181 flux "on" relative to an uninduced "off" state. Typically, dynamic range of inducible systems 182 is determined by measuring reporter activity (e.g., GFP fluorescence) under conditions of 183 maximal induction and in the absence of inducer. 40 These reporter measurements serve 184 as a proxy for the maximum and minimum expression of the reporter gene and can be 185 normalized by cell number or taken at the single cell level. In contrast, our system 186 measures Fe(III) reductase activity in a bulk cell suspension, which makes similar 187 normalizations challenging. Nonetheless, we predicted the fitted reduction rate constants 188 would vary with EET gene expression, and that the ratio of fitted constants could be used 189 to determine the dynamic range of inducible EET circuits. 190 Maximizing dynamic range in inducible systems is necessary for practical applications, 192 since it affords high signal-to-noise ratios when actuating cellular responses. Thus, we 193 sought to identify inducible EET gene constructs that exhibited high dynamic range, and 194 thus strong control over EET activity. Although dynamic range in our circuit is ultimately 195 determined by changing gene transcription rates, gene translation strength also affects 196 the magnitude of expression levels. For example, even in the absence of inducer, leaky 197 transcription of inducer-regulated genes may occur. If the gene possesses high 198 translational strength, low levels of transcript may be sufficient to saturate protein 199 expression indistinguishably from maximal induction. Indeed, previous LacI regulated 200 mtrC constructs we and others have utilized exhibit such behavior. 19, 41 Alternatively, 201
genes with weak translational strengths may exhibit no protein expression under inducing 202 conditions. Since the ribosome binding site (RBS) sequence modulates gene translation 203 rate, this sequence can be optimized for each expressed gene to find a "transcriptional 204 window" that exhibits minimal leaky expression and high dynamic range. Computational 205 tools developed by Salis et al. are frequently utilized to predict and forward engineer gene 206 translation rates. 42 With their RBSLibrary Calculator, users provide the DNA sequences 207 for a target gene, the desired RBS-upstream region, and the 16S rRNA sequence of the 208 host organism to generate a library of candidate RBS sequences with a spectrum of 209 predicted translational strengths. 43,44 210
211
We leveraged this tool to generate/predict RBS sequences that would optimize the 212 dynamic range of inducible EET gene constructs. For mtrC, mtrA, and cymA, we 213 assembled a small library of plasmids (5 to 6 members per gene) that varied only in RBS 214 sequence (Figure 3a , Supplementary Table S2 ). As mentioned above, each plasmid was 215 used to transform an appropriate knockout strain of S. oneidensis to avoid native 216 chromosomal expression ( Figure 3b-d ). To permit insulation from genetic context and 217 potentially enable combination of different EET genes in future assemblies, we also 218 added a self-cleaving ribozyme downstream of the PtacsymO promoter and upstream of 219 each RBS. 45 Despite the presence of unique ribozymes for each EET gene, the RBSLibrary Calculator includes these different RBS-upstream sequences into translation 221 strength calculations and outputs comparable predictions. We report translation strength 222 for each plasmid as the DGtotal, which is the predicted change in Gibbs free energy 223 associated with mRNA binding to the host ribosome relative to the unbound state of both 224 components. Under ideal conditions, the DGtotal for a given gene should be linearly 225
proportional to the logarithm of that gene's translation rate (and thus steady-state protein 226 levels), with more negative DGtotal values corresponding to higher translation rates. 42 227
228
To analyze dynamic range of EET activity for each library member, we measured Fe(III) 229 reduction kinetics in the presence of 0 and 1500 µM IPTG. These conditions facilitate 230 minimal and maximal transcription in our circuit, as determined by sfGFP expression 231 ( Figure 4b ). To maximize differences in EET protein expression, we chose to induce cells 232 with IPTG immediately prior to Fe(III) reduction. Cells were pregrown uninduced either 233 anaerobically on lactate/fumarate (mtrC, mtrA) or aerobically on lactate (cymA) for ca. 18 234 hours and diluted 100-fold into growth medium containing ferrozine and IPTG. Aerobic 235 pregrowth is required for cymA-deficient strains due to the protein's global role in several 236 anaerobic respiratory pathways. 10,36 After addition of 5 mM Fe(III) citrate, measurement 237 of Fe(III) reduction kinetics began. In the absence of IPTG, we observed that fitted rates 238 constants for all tested genes monotonically increased with more negative DGtotal ( Figure  239 3e-g). This result is consistent with increases in leaky gene expression as translation 240 strength increases and validates the predictive power of the RBSLibrary Calculator in S. 241 oneidensis. In contrast, fitted reduction rate constants from IPTG-containing samples 242 showed qualitatively different trends based on the tested gene. With cymA, fitted rate 243 constants were comparable for induced and uninduced strains harboring weaker 244 translating library members ( Figure 3e ). However, rate constants increased to 245 comparable levels for cymA strains harboring constructs with predicted DGtotal less than 246 8.2 kcal mol -1 . Given the increase in reduction rate constant observed for all uninduced 247 strains with increasing translation strength, a maximum in dynamic range was observed 248 at a relatively intermediate translation strength within our cymA library (pCD26r4, DGtotal 249 = 8.19 kcal mol -1 , dynamic range = 3.9 ± 0.3) ( Figure 3h ). In contrast, maximums in 250 dynamic range were observed for the weakest translating library members of mtrA 251 (pCD25r0, DGtotal = 16.4 kcal mol -1 , dynamic range = 5.3 ± 1.0) and mtrC (pCD24r1, DGtotal 252 = 18.6 kcal mol -1 , dynamic range = 12.5 ± 0.3) strains (Figure 3i -j). For induced mtrA 253 strains, the fitted rate constants showed minimal change across varying translation 254 strength ( Figure 3f ). Consequently, dynamic range increased with decreasing translation 255 strength as the background uninduced reduction increases. Interestingly, induced mtrC 256 strains exhibited a decrease in fitted rate constant with increasing translation strength, 257 which fell below uninduced levels for constructs with predicted DGtotal less than 5 kcal mol -258 1 (Figure 3g ). This result suggests that mtrC expression imposes a metabolic burden at 259 higher translation strengths. 46 Raw kinetic data from each of the optimal RBS/gene 260 combinations show that different timescales of Fe(III) reduction arise based on construct 261 identity (Supplementary Figure S3 ). Together, these results highlight the ability of RBS 262 engineering to modulate EET activity and facilitated the identification of three inducible 263 EET plasmids with minimal leakiness and dynamic ranges spanning ca. 4 to 12 in their 264 respective strain backgrounds. 265 266
Inducible Fe(III) Reduction Occurs in the Absence of Ferrozine 267
To confirm that inducibility was not an artifact of our real-time kinetics setup, we also 268 performed inducible expression for each optimized EET gene in lactate/Fe(III) citrate 269 medium that lacked ferrozine. Indeed, we observed that Fe(III) reduction remained highly 270 inducible via IPTG for each construct (Supplementary Figure S4 ). In these experiments, 271
we concomitantly measured viable cell density and observed comparable, albeit slightly 272 higher, growth yields for induced samples relative to uninduced. Although growth 273 dynamics were not continuously monitored, cell concentrations for each strain differed 274 based on the presence of IPTG by at most ca. 2-fold after 8 hours, while Fe(II) levels 275 varied 7-to 65-fold. This result suggests that relative differences in biomass do not 276 appreciably contribute to observed differences in Fe(III) reduction rate between 277 induced/uninduced samples and that inducible Fe(III) reduction is primarily controlled by 278 EET protein expression. Additionally, our viability measurements show that inducibility is 279 not due to spurious effects from cell lysis or plasmid maintenance. We also examined the 280 early timescale of inducible Fe(III) reduction for the optimized mtrC construct in the 281 absence of ferrozine. Similar to ferrozine-containing experiments, Fe(II) concentration 282 increased in the presence of IPTG after ca. 2-3 hours, while uninduced samples remained 283 at baseline levels (Supplementary Figure S5 ). Collectively, these results demonstrate that 284 ferrozine does not markedly alter inducible Fe(III) reduction and further validate our real-285 time methodology as a means to assay EET gene expression. 286 287
Reduction Rate Response Functions from Steady-State EET Gene Expression 288
Using our translation-optimized EET gene expression plasmids, we next examined how 289 To promote steady-state behavior and minimize simultaneous effects of growth and 300 dynamic protein expression, we initially pre-induced each EET construct at various IPTG 301 concentrations for 24-hours in lactate/fumarate-containing growth medium. 302
Subsequently, these cultures were diluted 100-fold into growth medium containing the 303 same concentrations of IPTG and ferrozine, and Fe(III)-citrate was finally added prior to 304 kinetic measurements. As predicted, we observed that fitted rate constants increased for 305 all tested EET genes with increasing concentration of IPTG (Figure 4c -e). Generally, each 306 response function followed a sigmoidal shape and could be modeled using an activating 307
Hill function. Similar fitted cooperativity (n = 1.296 and 1.750) and threshold-response 308 (K1/2 = 14.2 and 15.5 µM IPTG) values were observed between cymA and mtrC ( Figure  309 4c,e). These fitted Hill parameters also comparable favorably to those generated by a 310 fluorescent sfgfp circuit that was anaerobically induced with IPTG under steady-state 311 expression (n = 1.699, K1/2 = 97.8 µM IPTG) ( Figure 4b ). This is expected if transcription 312 of each gene is controlled by the same regulator (LacI) and promoter (PtacsymO) and was 313 evidence that gene transcription rate limits EET activity in our constructs. While the mtrA 314 construct exhibited a more gradual increase in Fe(III) reduction rate (n = 0.6530, K1/2 = 315 221.4 µM IPTG), it still demonstrated an ability to turn-on EET activity in response to IPTG 316 ( Figure 4d ). Given that empty vector controls showed baseline or lower than uninduced 317 rates of Fe(III) reduction (Supplementary Figure S6 ), increases in EET activity appear to 318 be due to IPTG-driven increases in EET gene expression for all Buffer gate constructs. 319 320 To verify if differential EET activity arose from transcriptional control of EET protein levels, 321
we analyzed whole cell lysate from each EET gene expression construct via SDS-PAGE 322 and heme-staining. For the mtrC construct, we observed high molecular weights bands 323 (ca. 250 kDa) that increased in intensity with increasing concentration of supplemented 324 Figure S7a ). Bands in this size range have previously been 325 associated with MtrC-containing complexes. 47 For the cymA construct a faint but 326 noticeable band migrated around the size of CymA (19 kDa) (Supplementary Figure  327 S7c). 48 While IPTG-dependent differences could not be discerned by the naked eye, 328 densitometry analysis indicated that band intensity increased with IPTG concentration 329 above uninduced levels (Supplementary Figure S7d ). Although we could not identify 330 bands whose formation/disappearance was a result of MtrA expression (Supplementary 331 Figure S7b ), the MtrC/CymA heme staining results are evidence that functional 332 cytochromes can be generated from our expression system. Together, this data 333 demonstrates that transcriptionally regulated cymA, mtrA, and mtrC constructs can 334 controllably turn on EET activity (i.e., Buffer gate behavior) and suggests that changes in 335 protein expression are linked to changing Fe(III) reduction rates. 336
IPTG (Supplementary
337
A Polynomial Model Describes Dynamic Gene Expression and Fe(III) Reduction 338
While these previous experiments demonstrated that our inducible constructs afforded 339 predictable control over EET activity under conditions closest to steady-state protein expression, there are many applications where dynamic control of protein expression and 341 EET activity would be advantageous (e.g., sensing, catalysis). 15,41 Thus, we also 342 examined EET response functions by the cymA, mtrA, and mtrC constructs in response 343 to non-steady state gene expression. As described above, we previously fit Fe(III) 344 reduction kinetics to a Monod model of substrate utilization. However, a major assumption 345 of Monod models is that transcriptomic and proteomic changes during growth do not 346 affect the fitted rate constant. 49 In practice, this means that engineered changes to mRNA 347 and protein levels should rapidly reach steady-state. As this may not be the case under Figure S4 ). While this model exhibits an accelerating Fe(III) reduction rate similar to 356
Monod-based exponential models, kinetics are more accurately described by a second-357 order polynomial. Using this polynomial model, the fitted constant preceding the time-358 squared term is also predicted to be proportional to steady-state mRNA levels and should 359 be controllable in our system. As our system is likely somewhere in-between the limits of 360 no-growth/dynamic protein levels and cell growth/steady-state protein levels, we 361 expected that both models could aid characterization of dynamic EET gene expression 362 and Fe(III) reduction. 363 364
Dynamic Expression of EET Genes Predictably Controls Reduction Rate 365
To evaluate dynamic expression of EET genes, cells were pregrown in the absence of 366 inducer and induced with IPTG immediately prior to Fe(III) citrate addition. Initially, we 367 mimicked our steady-state experiments by preculturing the mtrA and mtrC constructs 368 anaerobically and the cymA construct aerobically. Using the polynomial model to fit Fe(III) 369 reduction kinetics, the response function generated by the cymA construct fit strongly to Encouraged by the predictability of the cymA response function, we hypothesized that 388 aerobic pregrowth conditions may facilitate higher sensitivity of EET flux to IPTG. Most of 389 the EET machinery is downregulated under aerobic conditions, which we predicted could 390 minimize background Fe(III) reduction. 50,51 Furthermore, dynamic expression in parallel 391 with aerobic to anaerobic transition may ensure that all EET pathways, including those 392 under exogenous control, turn on simultaneously. Thus, we examined dynamic 393 expression by the mtrA and mtrC constructs after aerobic pregrowth. Excitingly, we found 394 that response functions for the mtrA construct fit more strongly to activating Hill models 395 ( Figure 5c ). Kinetic fitting using both the polynomial and Monod-type models generated 396 similar values for fitted Hill parameters ( Figure S8g ). Additionally, the fitted Hill coefficients 397 for the mtrA construct were comparable to those for cymA and sfgfp circuits and overall 398 kinetic variability significantly decreased. In contrast, the mtrC construct only showed a 399 marginal improvement in fitting to all models (Figure 5d, Supplementary Figure S8h ). 400
These collective results demonstrate that our engineered cymA, mtrA, and mtrC 401 constructs can controllably turn on EET activity in response to both steady-state and 402 dynamic transcriptional cues. 403
404
NOT Gate Circuits Turn Off Fe(III) Reduction in the Presence of IPTG 405
Having developed a set of EET gene expression constructs that turn on EET activity via 406 transcriptional regulation, we next asked if similar genetic designs could be leveraged to 407 turn off cellular electron flux. The NOT gate is the simplest expression-based logic gate 408 that inverts the signal from an inducer molecule to turn off expression of a target gene. 22,52 409 Mechanistically, an inducer molecule (e.g., IPTG) stimulates expression of a repressor 410 protein, which subsequently downregulates the target gene. Since our cymA and mtrC 411 constructs were optimized to exhibit maximal transcriptional responsiveness with high 412 dynamic range, we hypothesized that converting their Buffer gate constructs into NOT 413 gate designs would enable transcriptional downregulation of these genes. Accordingly, 414
NOT gate genetic architectures should facilitate EET turn-off behavior in the presence of 415
IPTG. 416 417
We designed NOT gate plasmids for the cymA and mtrC constructs, using TetR as the 418 repressor that regulates EET gene transcription (Figure 6a ). 53 NOT gate transcriptional 419 outputs were identical to our optimized Buffer gate designs for cymA and mtrC (i.e., activity in S. oneidensis, many of these circuits simultaneously regulate multiple genes 476 (e.g., mtrCAB operon, 17,20 NADH/flavin metabolite pathways 12,56 ) or lack detailed 477 engineering parameterizations typically measured for fluorescence-parameterized 478 circuits (e.g., response functions, dynamic range optimization). Although more systematic 479 optimizations have been performed to incorporate the Mtr proteins into Escherichia coli, 480 this organism requires extensive engineering to facilitate proper functioning of pathway 481 components. 19, 46, 57 Since the underpinnings of EET performance can be challenging to 482 interpret, we adopted a reductionist approach by studying single EET genes and their 483 contribution to EET flux. Expressing each gene in appropriate S. oneidensis knockout 484 strains allowed us to abrogate native expression, functionally generate each EET protein 485 and associated conduit proteins, and isolate each gene's influence on EET parameters. 486
Moreover, we chose to target the CymA/Mtr conduit since these proteins are somewhat 487 orthogonal to overall cellular metabolism, relative to more universal metabolites (e.g. 488 NADH, flavins, quinones). In contrast to electrode-based setups, Fe(III) reduction 489 provided a convenient and high throughput assay to analyze EET activity. Notably, our 490 results demonstrate that fitted Fe(III) reduction rate constants from engineered strains 491 follow predictable behavior, akin to circuits where fluorescent reporters are the output. 22 
492
While cellular physiology likely differs between knockout strains (e.g., loss of one 493 cytochrome may upregulate expression/maturation of others) 46 and absolute kinetics are 494 subject to change based on plasmid composition (e.g., origin of replication, resistance 495 marker), 34,58 our system could identify pairings of engineered plasmids and genetic 496 backgrounds that yielded the desired circuit function. 497
498
For example, a major challenge in the electromicrobiology community is engineering of 499 EET circuits that exhibit minimal leakiness and high signal-to-noise outputs. 11 More 500 broadly, developing genetic circuits with these properties is a ubiquitous goal in synthetic 501 biology. 18, 22 With other engineered genetic circuitries, RBS optimization for target genes 502 is typically performed to address this. 53 Thus, we developed a small library of plasmids 503 for each tested EET gene to first identify the range of inducibility afforded by different RBS 504 sequences/translation strengths. After analyzing Fe(III) reduction kinetics by all library 505 members, we pinpointed RBS sequences for each EET gene that facilitated the highest 506 dynamic range in EET activity. Notably, the optimal mtrC and mtrA plasmids possessed 507 the weakest translation strength in their respective libraries (Figure 3f-g) . Like other outer 508 membrane proteins, MtrC has a low turnover rate (half-life ca. 16 hours) relative to 509 intracellular proteins. 59 MtrC also forms a large multi-protein complex (MtrCAB) that may 510 further stabilize it from degradation. 60, 61 Moreover, we observed that dynamic range of 511 mtrC constructs decreased below 1 with increasing translation strength (Figure 3j ), which 512 suggested that high levels of MtrC expression impose a metabolic burden. 46 Taken 513 together, these factors may explain why only the weakest translation strength construct 514 facilitated high dynamic range. While the degradation rate of MtrA has not been studied, 515 it is also part of the MtrCAB complex, and thus its RBS library likely exhibits similar trends 516 to mtrC due to low protein turnover. 62 Conversely, the small size of CymA (19 kDa) relative 517
to MtrC (76 kDa) and MtrA (35 kDa), along with its more intracellular localization, may 518 increase its susceptibility to proteolytic degradation and result in a higher turnover rate. 519
This would also explain why the optimal cymA construct possessed a more intermediate 520 translation strength (Figure 3e ). Overall, we identified transcriptional units (ribozyme, 521 RBS, and terminator sequences) for cymA, mtrA, and mtrC that exhibited a spectrum of 522 dynamic ranges, which could inform the choice of EET construct based on application 523 needs. 524
525
We leveraged RBS optimization of each EET gene to forward engineer EET turn-on and 526 turn-off behavior in response to logic gate-driven transcriptional cues. While there are 527 several means to regulate the expression and activity of electron transfer proteins within 528 cells, 20,63 a benefit of transcriptional logic gates is that desired gene expression behavior 529 is relatively straightforward to program. Using the two simplest logic gates, we validated 530 our underlying hypothesis that EET flux can be precisely controlled via transcriptional 531 modulation of single EET genes. Upon addition of IPTG to each Buffer gate strain, 532 increases in EET protein levels were concomitant with increases in Fe(IIII) reduction rate 533 Figure S7) . We also note that all of our circuit plasmids rescued Fe(III) 536 reduction deficiencies that have been previously characterized via knockout 537 complementation. 13,36 Additionally, minimal changes in cell growth were observed 538 between induced/uninduced strains, further suggesting that kinetic differences were a 539 result of protein expression (Supplementary Figure S4) . Furthermore, we observed that 540 fitted Fe(III) reduction rate constants vs. inducer IPTG concentrations (i.e., EET response 541 functions) fit well to Hill models for both our Buffer and NOT gate architectures ( Figures  542   4-6 ). Since fluorescent protein-based response functions can be readily parameterized 543 by such models (Figure 4b ), 18 these collective results support a scheme whereby 544 transcriptional regulation controls EET protein levels and thus EET flux. Excitingly, our 545 NOT gate circuits were able to dial down EET activity, albeit only at steady-state protein 546 expression levels. As shown from our experiments, utilizing NOT gate architectures under 547 dynamic conditions remains an outstanding challenge and is likely due to limited turnover 548 of the expressed EET proteins (Supplementary Figure S10) . Since growth-based dilution 549 is the primary contributor to protein level decreases, 54 future studies can potentially 550 optimize bacterial respiration onto secondary substrates to improve such decreases for 551 target EET proteins. Altogether, our system demonstrates that EET genes may serve as 552 useful outputs for other transcriptionally controlled circuits, such as two-component 553 sensors and stimuli-responsive logical operators. 26,64 554 555
As determined by the value of fitted Hill coefficients, the sensitivity of EET turn-on activity 556 to IPTG appears to strongly depend on the identity of the expressed EET gene/genetic 557 background and strain pregrowth conditions. As our sfGFP Buffer gate and EET turn on 558 circuits utilize the same transcriptional regulatory mechanism (Figure 4a) , fitted Hill 559 coefficients should be comparable for both systems if transcriptional control rate-limits 560 functional activity. Hill parameters for EET response functions that deviate from those 561 measured via sfGFP suggests that other cellular processes compete with transcriptional 562 control. 18, 46 For example, cymA and mtrC strains that were preinduced with IPTG 563 exhibited Hill coefficient values closest to those determined for sfGFP (n = 1-2) ( Figure  564 4b-c,e), suggesting strong transcriptional control is facilitated via steady-state protein 565 expression. For dynamic expression experiments, we observed lower than expected Hill 566 coefficients (n < 1) for anaerobically pregrown mtrC and mtrA strains (Supplementary 567 Figure S8 ). This lower sensitivity to IPTG is reasonable given that these genes encode 568 proteins with numerous post-translational processing steps (e.g., maturation, 569 periplasmic/extracellular localization) that may rate-limit their functional activity when 570 dynamically expressed. 46 Moreover, other cytochromes may be expressed during 571 anaerobic pregrowth that contribute to background Fe(III) reduction. 13 572 573 Interestingly, we observed that some aerobically pregrown strains (cymA and mtrA) 574 exhibited a more characteristically sensitive response to IPTG during dynamic expression 575 and fit better to Hill models relative to anaerobic pregrowth (Figure 5b-c) . Given that 576 relative growth rates for these strains were not significantly different based on the 577 presence/absence of IPTG ( Supplementary Figure S4) , we primarily attribute this 578 sensitivity to a decrease in background reduction from spurious EET pathway expression. 579
Under aerobic conditions, much of the EET machinery in downregulated in S. oneidensis. 50, 51 Even when switched to anaerobic conditions, Fe(III) reduction capabilities 581 by aerobically pregrown S. oneidensis are considerably diminished relative to anaerobic 582 pregrowth. 65 Thus, the switch to anaerobic Fe(III) respiring conditions likely causes 583 reduction by aerobically pregrown strains to be more rate-limited by plasmid-based EET 584 gene expression. For example, the mtrA construct's genetic background (DmtrA) has 585 functional redundancy by other cytochromes and is less "insulatory" than the other tested 586 strains (DmtrCDomcADmtrF and DcymA), 13,33 which may explain why the aerobic 587 pregrowth facilitated markedly higher IPTG sensitivity (Figure 5c ). Future engineering 588 efforts may seek to identify other strain backgrounds that improve transcriptional control 589 of EET activity. Collectively, our results demonstrate that inducible EET activity can follow 590 a spectrum of sensitivity to inducer stimuli, which may be advantageous based on 591 application needs such as switch-like behavior for computation or graded responses for 592 sensing/detection. 15,66,67 593 594 Logic gate formalisms were originally intended to abstract electrical circuit construction 595 and aid the development of more complex electronic devices. Synthetic biologists have 596 adapted these concepts to generate countless transcriptional circuits, 68 which range from 597 simple Buffer gates 35 (a single inducer causes gene expression "turn on") to complex 598 multi-layered logic constructs, 40, 66, 67, 69, 70 where one regulator modulates the expression of 599 multiple regulators and actuators. In this work, we showed that transcriptional logic gate 600 regulation can be extended to EET protein expression and can consequently control 601 electron transfer to soluble Fe(III). Notably, simple exponential and polynomial 602 relationships captured the dynamics of Fe(III) reduction. From these models, we 603 demonstrated that EET protein actuations can be parameterized similarly to other 604 transcriptionally controlled logic gates (i.e., fitting rate constants to Hill models) and 605 rationally programmed to exhibit desired behavior. Although we only examined the two 606 simplest transcriptional logic gates, the ability to turn on and turn off EET flux is 607 foundational for constructing more complex circuit architectures. Given the respiratory 608 flexibility of the CymA/Mtr pathway, our system is potentially extendable to other metals 609 and EET acceptors. We expect that this work will serve as the basis for future engineering of logic gate-driven EET activity and further blend the fields of synthetic biology and N2, Coy) and single colonies were used to inoculate a pregrowth medium consisting of 698 SBM supplemented with 100 mM HEPES, 1X trace mineral supplement (ATCC), 0.05% 699 casamino acids, 20 mM sodium lactate as the electron donor, and 40 mM sodium 700 fumarate as the electron acceptor. For dynamic expression and growth of strains absent 701 of plasmid, this culture medium was inoculated and statically incubated in an anaerobic 702 chamber at 30 ºC for 18-24 hours. For steady-state expression experiments, this culture 703 medium was inoculated and statically incubated in an anaerobic chamber at 30 ºC for 6 704 hours. Afterwards, cultures were diluted 25-fold (10 µL into 250 µL final volume) into 96-705
well plates containing preinduction medium. Preinduction medium was identical to the 706 SBM/lactate/fumarate pregrowth medium, but also contained varying concentrations of 707 IPTG. These cultures were statically incubated in an anaerobic chamber at 30 ºC for an 708 additional 18-24 hours. Aerobic pregrowths were identical to the above except that single 709
colonies were used to inoculate pregrowth medium that lacked 40 mM sodium fumarate 710
and grown aerobically in a shaking incubator (250 rpm, 30 ºC Derivations of the exponential and polynomial Fe(III) reduction models can be found in 754
Supplementary Notes S1 and S2. Prior to kinetic fitting, the initial Fe(II) concentrations 755
were subtracted from every timepoint within each replicate (i.e., ## − % ## ). These 756
subtracted respectively. All data represent the mean ± s.e.m. of fitted rate constants for n = 3 869 biological replicates. Raw data for all replicates is shown in Supplementary Figure S12 . DmtrCDomcADmtrF expressing the mtrC Buffer gate circuit (pCD24r1). In these 882 experiments, all strains were pregrown aerobically and IPTG was supplemented 883 immediately prior to measuring Fe(III) reduction kinetics. Rate constants were obtained 884 by fitting raw kinetic data to a polynomial model. The solid line and Hill parameters shown 885
in each graph were obtained by fitting individual replicates to a four-parameter activating 886
Hill function with weighted error. All data represent the mean ± s.e.m. of fitted rate 887 constants for n = 3 biological replicates. Fe(III) reduction response function generated by aerobically pregrown S. oneidensis 904
DcymA expressing the cymA NOT gate circuit (pCDd3r4 
